
 English- Vocabulary

Year 7



Wikipedia: the word etymology is 
derived from the Greek etymon, 
meaning true sense and the suffix 
-logia, denoting the study of.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H3r9bOkYW9s


Origin of the word ‘nightmare’



Origin of the word ‘ketchup’



Origin of the word ‘berserk’



Origin of the word ‘sandwich’



What is the word?
● Ancient Greek rex meaning king, tyrannos meaning tyrant and sauros 

meaning lizard 

● Tyrannosaurus Rex



What is the word?
● The Eastern European slavs were subject to centuries of oppression and 

forced labour under both the Byzantine and Holy Roman Empires.

● Slaves



What is the word?
● From the French quarante (=forty). Adding the suffix –aine to French 

numbers gives a degree of roughness to the figure (like –ish in English), so 
this word means about forty. Originally when a ship arriving in port was 
suspected of being infected with a malignant, contagious disease, its cargo 
and crew were obliged to forego all contact with the shore for a period of 
around forty days. This term came to be known as period of…

● Quarantine



Names

Until around the 14th century most people had only one name. 
As towns and cities grew, it became necessary to identify 
individuals and families, so people started to be given a 
surname.



1.      Patronymic – The father’s name with ‘son’ immediately 
after it, e.g. Peterson or Woodson. The Irish and Scottish 
Mac- or Mc- (McDonald) means ‘son of’, the Irish O' means 
"grandson" (O'Hare)

There were four main ways that surnames were given:



 2. Place names –identifies where a person or family lived or 
came from, for example Hill, Wood, and Lake.



3.      Occupational Names – for example Miller, Butler and 
Baker.



4.      Nicknames – based on a person’s personality or 
characteristics, for example Short, Brave and Savage.



Mand To order Demand, mandate

Meter To measure Thermometer, metric

Imag Imitate/likeness Imagine, image

Man Hand Manual, manuscript

Loc Place Location, locate

Fac Make/do Manufacture, facsimile

Gen Birth (or origin) Genesis, generate

Cogn Know Cognitive, cognate

Dent Tooth Dental, denture



Why is Vocabulary Important?

• Comprehension

• Reading comprehension

• GCSE Exams - Literary texts

• Most importantly...communication! Being 
able to express yourself.



Question Time

What percentage of words do you think you 
need to know in a text to ensure you are able to 
understand the text?

50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%



Answer

95%



At 75%...



At 95%...



What we are going to do in your 
English lessons...

• Accelerated Reader Programme - most of our 
vocabulary is learned through wider reading!

• Focus on explicit teaching new vocabulary. 
You have already been doing this with your 
Week 1 KO work!



What we are going to do in your 
English lessons...

• Promote high quality academic talk in the 
classroom… ‘Say it again’ approach

• Teach word learning strategies - e.g using 
knowledge of root word.



What you can do to help...

• Read as much and as widely as you can!

• When you come across a word you do not 
know, look it up in a dictionary and note 
down the definition.


